
ISSUES PROGRAMS LIST

Quarterly Issues Programs List for KSTP-AM
Oct. 1 – Dec. 31, 2018

Report was originally uploaded on 1/29/19 due to government shutdown. Re-filed on 3/21/19 to add in 
missing page.

Section I. Issues.

The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this quarter:

A.  Gopher Sports   

B.  Community Events/Services 

C.  Crime/Legal

D.  Health

E.  Pro Sports

F.  High School Sports

Section II. Responsive Programs

The station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above referenced issues. Programming dealing with 
each issue is set out below.

A.   Gopher Sports:

11/02/2018 University of 
Minnesota 

Football 
Program

Judd Zulgad and Chip Scoggins talk about the 
tenuous quarterback situation at the public 

University’s football program – the most 
important position on the most important team 
at the U of M. And it’s been unstable for years. 

3:45-3:55pm

11/06/2018

University of 
Minnesota 

Football 
Program

Judd Zulgad and Darren Wolfson talk about the 
public University firing an employee, in this case 

the defensive coordinator of the University’s 
football program. How does this move reflect 
upon the University’s athletic department and 

head coach?

4:00-4:15pm

12/20/2018 University of 
Minnesota 

Football 
Program

Judd Zulgad and Chip Scoggins talk about the 
public university’s football coach, P.J. Fleck, and 
his relationship with the media. Is it fair for the 

media to criticize Fleck for withholding 
information about player suspensions? Or does 

the public deserve to know?

3:30-3:45pm

11/26/2018 Minnesota 
claims a trophy

Judd and Manny start with the Opening Bell, 
discussing the wins by the Gophers and Vikings 
over the border rivals over the weekend. Chip 
Scoggins joins to recap the Gophers claiming Paul 

3 p.m.



Bunyan's Axe from Wisconsin.

B.  Community Events/Services:

10/01/2018 Twin Cities in 
Motion Preview

Mackey & Judd talk with Twin Cities in Motion’s 
President Mike Logan about their upcoming 
marathon and the events surrounding the 

marathon. The discussion focused on 
volunteering, event logistics and participants. 

4:45-4:55pm

11/9/2018 Mauer retiring With Doogie in for Phil and Judd, hour 3 begins 
with the breaking news on a report that 
Minnesotan Joe Mauer is set to announce his 
retirement. How should the community 
remember him?

5 p.m.

11/26/2018 Minnesota 
claims a trophy

Judd and Manny start with the Opening Bell, 
discussing the wins by the Gophers and Vikings 
over the border rivals over the weekend. Chip 
Scoggins joins to recap the Gophers claiming Paul 
Bunyan's Axe from Wisconsin.

3 p.m.

C.  Crime/Legal

11/28/2018 Gambling in 
MLB

Patrick Reusse discusses Rob Manfred's 
comments on gambling in baseball and whether 
MLB should embrace it or not. The conversation 
turns toward what it would look like if gambling 
were allowed in stadiums, such as Target Field.

5:45 p.m.

12/3/2018 Kareem Hunt is 
in legal trouble

Judd wants to know why the NFL continues to fail 
at handling off the field situations with players, in 
regards to the latest situation with Kareem Hunt. 
The NFL should be stricter when it comes to 
players who engage in domestic violence.

3 p.m.

12/12/2018 MLB collective 
bargaining 
discussion

The Twins held Byron Buxton out of the major 
leagues in September, and Judd thinks they did it 
for service time reasons – which, if said publicly, 
would be a violation of MLB’s collective 
bargaining agreement.

4 p.m.

D. Health 

12/13/2018
Publicly funded 
stadium’s food 

issues

Judd Zulgad, Chip Scoggins, Manny Hill, & 
Jonathan Harrison talk about a report out by 

ESPN about stadiums and their food safety issues. 
Minnesota sports facilities rank incredibly low in 

key food safety categories. This should make 

3:30-3:45pm



people pause.

10/26/2018 Everson Griffen 
health issues

Chip Scoggins of the Star Tribune joins for the 
start of the show, as the news breaks that 
Everson Griffen is likely to play Sunday for the 
Vikings after mental health issues sidelined him. 
Griffen’s public struggle with anxiety and 
depression is a learning lesson for people who 
have loved ones in their lives that suffer from 
mental illness. 

3 p.m.

Rotating High School 
Sports PSA

Narrated by a high school wrestler who talks 
about the importance of participating in sports as 

a young man – and how it helps develop self-
confidence and other key skillsets. 

Evenings

E. Pro Sports

12/13/2018 Vikings to the 
Super Bowl?

Mackey thinks the Vikings can still win the Super 
Bowl. Is he crazy for thinking so? The guys ask 
Tom about the Vikings chances and other notes 
around the NFL. Later, the guys discuss a snafu by 
Stephen A. Smith on First Take this morning, and 
then they Wrap with Reusse.

5 p.m.

12/10/2018 Super Bowl or 
Bust

Danny Cunningham is in with Judd and Manny 
and discusses the notion of "Super Bowl or Bust" 
when it comes to the Vikings. If the Vikings don’t 
make the Super Bowl, all of their efforts leading 
up to this season are a failure.  

3 p.m.

12/7/2018 Big game for 
Vikings

Matthew Coller joins the boys to start the 
Football Hour, with more on the importance of 
Monday night's Vikings/Seahawks game. Sage 
Rosenfels then weighs in on the Vikings need to 
run the football more. Also, there's more on 
coaching in the NFL and why teams hire and fire 
coaches.

5 p.m.

F. High School sports

11/07/2018
Minnesota High 
School Football 

Tournament

Brian Murphy and Dave LeVaque discuss the 
ongoing state high school football tournament, 

and the landscape of Minnesota’s top class – the 
big schools. 

4:30-4:45pm

 

11/16/2018

Minnesota High 
School State 

Football 
Tournament

Phil Mackey, Judd Zulgad, and Patrick Reusse 
discuss the ongoing State High School Football 
Tournament taking place at U.S. Bank Stadium. 
Top MN teams have contrasting offensive styles 

compared to what’s trendy (passing), and it’s 

5:45-5:55pm



very effective.

Rotating High School 
Sports PSA

Narrated by a high school wrestler who talks 
about the importance of participating in sports as 

a young man – and how it helps develop self-
confidence and other key skillsets. 

Evenings


